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WHITE LIGHT VELOCITY INTERFEROMETRY
Drvid J. Erskine end Neil C. Holmes

lzwrence Uvcrmorc Narional laboratory, Livemorc, CA 94551

wr describe a generic method for using broadband and incohercnt light in vetocity interferometry.
single frcq'cncy lasers are no longcr rr€ccssary. compact, powerful-and inexpcnsivc ligbt souc;previously prohibit€d due to their incohercnce arc now suilable for Doppler velocimetry of rcmotc
objects through air, including arc lamps, flash lamps, light from deonations, pulsed lasi:n, chirped
frequency lasers-and lasers opcrated simulraneousli in sevcral lines. Tficsc poivc.ful sources strouU
allow pracdcal line and arcal velocimetry. In our techniquc, rhe light sorirce is imprincd wirh I
cohercnt cc_ho having a delay marching the delay in an analyzing inirferonreter. Tlre tcchnique isgeneric to all wave phenomena (i,e. radar, ulFasound).

INTRODUCTION

The VISARI-a velocimcrcr (vclocity
intcrf€rometer system for any rcflector) is an opticil
intederomeFr having a fixed delay t betwe€n its
arms. This delay convens srnall Doppler shif6 into
fringe shifts in the inlerferomeEr outpul l,et he
delay be specified by the distance (crt light ravels
in that dme, where c is the velocity of tigtrr in
vacuum. The idealized velocity per fringe
proponionatiryl'2 (q) of a VISAR is

c In= z@\ ( l)

where l, is the average wavelength of light.
Equation ( I ) neglecs dis?ersion2 in ttrc glass opiics
msr(E ule mlerletomel,er and assumes v/c<< I, where
v is targer velocity.

- .In.previous VISARs, the coherence lengh (A)
of the illuminadon mu$ be as targe as ct ii ordei
!o produce fringes with significanr visibiliry. This
severely resricted the kind of light source which
could be used. The A of whirc light(-1.5 Fm) was
insufficienr. Previously, lasers werc the only lighr
sources used in VISARs because their coherence
length could be made sufficiently long when
operated in a single frequency mode. However, in
this mode the outpul pnwer is tow. Typical
Eboratory measurcmenb in shock physics were
limiled to measurement of velocity ati single point
on $e brget due to low laser power. Measurement
of velocity over a surface, oi of a rcmorc obiecr

through a trlescope in lhe field demands orders of
magniude more power. Optical amplification of
the single frequency source has b€en us€d !o
consEuct a line-VISARS. Howcvcr, lhis is
expensive and cumb€rsome.
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We have invented6 a simple and generic method
(Fig. l) of preparing any wave source, regardless of
its initial coherence, to illuminate a velocity
interferometric experiment. A coherent echo is
imprinted on the illuminaring lighr by an
interferometer (denoted fie source interferometer)
having a delay rr. The reflected light from the
largea is observed through a second inteforometer
(denoed &e detecting interferometer) having delay
t6. Partial fringes result when cts and crd are
within a coherence length of each other. Target
velocity causes the apparent value of ts !o change
due to the slight Doppler scaling of the spectrum
reflected ftom the arget, producing a fringe shifL

Double interferomerr arrangements using shon
cohererrce length light have been used previously in
communication/ and to muldplex serial fiber optic
sensorsU, and to measur€ targel modon where lhe
target is internal !o one of lhe lnefsromgter59-l l.
However, we believe we are the lint o apply this
concept to remote targets external to an
inlerferometer. This allows the fringe phase to be
independent of target distance, surface roughness,
and the scattering and dispersive propenies of the
interposed medium. A single interferometer
technique by Geindre et al.l2 measures high
velocity (100 km/s) plasma by illuminating the
plasma wiih two subpicosecond pulses sepamted by
-l ps, then dispersing the reflected lighr with a
grating. Their Doppler shifi is resolvable by a
gradng radFr than a second inlerfemmeler because it
is so large.

Figure 2 shows the fringing behavior
calculated6 for a sbdonary targel for nalrow and
wide system bandwidths. The white light
velocimeter operates where crs-ctd. The widths of
he fringe banG is inversely relaFd to the system
bandwidth. T'hus these widths can be increased bv
insenion of a bandpass color lilFr.
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A moving target Doppler shifts apparent ctr by
a(ct"F-(2vlc) (cts). Ifl, is the average wavelength,
then the fluctuating part of the in@nsity varies
locally approximatel y as

^/-*'[(?].",(?).*]
where 00 is some constanl From this we obtain
Eq.( l ) .

The fringe visibility is defined (161a-
I61j/(I6x1+Ir11), wbere Imsl and I-i' are local
maximum and minimum output intensities.
Figure 2 shows the fringe visibility in the
sidcbands is less than unity. This is not a practical
difficulty. Since the two ourputs of an
interferometer are of opposite phase, they can be
subtracted numerically to cancel the incoherent
signal portion. Also, using a Fabry-Perot
interferometer as the source interferometer can
increase fringe visibility arbitrarily at the expense of
absolute signal strength6.

Since a conveol ionaMSAR uses
monochromatic il lumination. a discontinuous
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velocity jump will cause an ambiguity in the fringe
shift to an integer. This because fringes are
periodic. However in rhe whie light velocimeter,
by recording fringe shifts for different colors
separat€ly, $e velocity can be uniquely determined.
One implementation of this is to dispers€ the
velocimeler output by a grating and record the
specfum versus Lime by a multirhannel detector or
streak camera Figure 3 shows a calculated sreak
panern for a hypothetical velocity history. Because
of Eq. (2), the output intensity varies sinusoidally
versus lA as well as with velocity. The number of
fringes across the sreak record in the wavelength
direction scales wirh the velocity, and therefore the
velocity skip eross the shock is determinate.
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This type of streak record may remind readers of
the use of a Fabry-Perot interferometer in
conjunction with a streak camera. In that syslem.
because the illuminadon is quasi-monochromaric,
the number of fringes across the record in the
wavelcngth dircction is constant, so there is a fringe
ambiguity across the shock.

CONCLUSION

The ability to use broadband and incoherent
light sources is a great pmctical advantage of the
while light velocity interferometer. These sources

can be inexpensive, compact and powerful. Line
and areal velocimetry should now be Factical.
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